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Dingux-TI99: A TI-99 emulator for Dingux v1.1.0

Hi All,

TI99Sim is a very good emulator of Texas Instruments TI99 home computer 
running on Windows and Unix. The emulator faithfully imitates the TI99/4 model 
(see http://www.mrousseau.org/programs/ti99sim/)

Dingux-TI99 is a port on Dingoo/Dingux of the version i've previously ported to Wiz.

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

If you want to convert games etc ... have a look to Ti99/sim web site 
for more informations (http://www.mrousseau.org/programs/ti99sim/). 

You can give a try to the cartridges package :
here

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence, 
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

Here is a full working binary version :
dingux-ti99-v1.1.0-bin.zip

Here is the source code  :
dingux-ti99-v1.1.0-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

Haven't installed Dingux on your Dingoo ? Let's do it  here !

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in TI 99 at 21:02

Great, I remember this fantastic looking games involving a frog and insects running on the TI99/4a, wonder what it was?
Many thanks Zx
    Chris23235 on Oct 31 2009, 22:12

It was frogs and flies I believe. I'm getting a weird error. After running a few games the emulator starts to load a game but just goes
black. If I exit the emulator completely and restart it it works again.
    MrdrillerAddict on Nov  1 2009, 04:24

Great works.Thanks!
    r35psp on Nov  1 2009, 06:40

Hi,

This emulator is not really stable. So unfortunatelly you might encountered such issue,

Zx
    zx-81 on Nov  1 2009, 12:04
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Its still a great emu thanks so much for what you do for the dingoo scene
    mrdrilleraddict on Nov  1 2009, 12:22
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